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We must study if what is an organization because it is an insight on how the employees perform in their workplace. It helps us to understand and develop the aspects that can increase their performance, motivate employees, and help organizations to establish a trusting and strong relationship with their employees. Organization helps to have a clearer picture of goal, vision and mission within each department and to have a better insight of their function and resources needed.

Organization is composed of people who work to achieve goals and visions. If an organization is properly managed of course, as an employee of the company, we will receive high compensation and will contribute better life and better future. It can provide a sense of humor that can give a good communication to all clients. High salaries and benefits through successful establishment build better future. The company can hire more qualified personnel for the job. Widening their horizons, can help to facilitate good communications. We must firmly believe that an organization lies on a manager for an optimum and successful survival of the office.

We must study if what is management because it is needed to coordinate activities of the company and make sure that all employees are working together towards the accomplishment of the organization’s goals and objective. Management helps the organization to initiate action and keep it moving. To monitor charts and progress a way forward and hold individuals accountable.
Office makes us a better person. We can save enough for our future and help others. We must keep connect ourselves to other people through good communications which is a manifestation of a progressive country.
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